Treating Cancer with
Proton Therapy
Information for patients and family members

Professor Dr. med. Damien Charles Weber,
Head and Chairman,
Centre for Proton Therapy

Dear readers
Proton therapy is a special kind of radiation therapy. For many years now, patients
suffering from certain tumour diseases have successfully undergone proton radiation therapy at the Paul Scherrer Institute’s Centre for Proton Therapy.
This brochure is intended to give a more detailed explanation of how proton therapy works and provide practical information on the treatment we offer at our facility. We will include a step-by-step description of the way in which we treat deepseated tumours. We will not deal with the treatment of eye tumours in this brochure.
If you have further questions on the proton therapy carried out at the Paul Scherrer
Institute, please do not hesitate to address these by getting in touch with our
secretaries. Contact details are provided at the end of the brochure.
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Radiation against cancer
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Because it can be used with great ac-

The most important cancer therapies

curacy, proton therapy is a particularly

are:

sparing form of radiation treatment

• surgery (operation),

with lower side effects. This kind of

• radiation (also known as radiother-

treatment is suitable above all for

apy),

young cancer sufferers and for the

• drug-based therapy (such as chemo-

treatment of tumours located close to

therapy, immunotherapy, anti-hor-

radiation-sensitive organs.

monal therapy).
Today, four out of five cancer patients
are treated with radiation. In most
cases, radiation is combined with one
other method of treatment: those affected are treated either before, during

Cancer and cancer therapies

or after radiation with a second type of
therapy. In some cases, even an inop-

Every third person develops a malig-

erable tumour can be cured with radi-

nant tumour over the course of their

ation.

life. In Switzerland, about 40,000 peo-

Like operations, radiation therapies

ple face a cancer diagnosis every year.

belong to the category of local thera-

There are many different kinds of can-

pies. This means that the treatment

cers. Many have become easier to cure

targets only the tumour itself and pos-

than they were just a few years ago.

sible side effects are limited to the af-

Each kind of cancer reacts to certain

fected area. Chemotherapies and other

kinds of therapy or to a specific combi-

so-called systemic therapies are nec-

nation of therapies.

essary when small clusters of tumour
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Radiation dose delivered by a pencil-thin
proton beam penetrates body tissue to
a specific depth determined by beam energy at
point of entry.
In the top picture is a graphical representation
of the dose distribution. In the bottom
picture the proton dosage compared to the
photon dosage (X-ray) as a function of depth.
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cells or metastases – cells that have

cancerous cell. As a result, the irradi-

ly-charged particles, which is why these

detached themselves from the original

ated cancerous cell is unable to prolif-

therapies are also referred to as parti-

tumour – need to be targeted and de-

erate and subsequently dies.

cle radiation. Proton beams are the
most common form of radiation used

stroyed elsewhere in the body.
Two kinds of ionized beams are used

in particle therapy.

in cancer therapies: X-ray radiation or

Radiation therapy

charged particles.
Traditional radiation oncology works

What are protons?

In radiation therapy, cancer is treated

with X-rays. A few institutes worldwide,

with the help of ionising radiation.

such as the Paul Scherrer Institute PSI

Protons are parts of atoms, just like

Such radiation damages the genetic

in Villigen, use protons to irradiate

neutrons and electrons. Neutrons and

material located in the nucleus of the

cancerous cells. Protons are positive-

protons are found in the nucleus of an
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atom. Electrons are found in the atomic

of hydrogen are needed for proton ther-

give the most impact where they are

shell. Protons carry a positive electric

apy: one course of treatment with 35

most needed: in the tumour itself. The

charge. They constitute atoms, along

sessions requires only one sixth of a

penetration depth of protons can be

with the uncharged neutrons and neg-

billionth of a gram. Or in other words:

precisely calculated in advance, ena-

atively-charged electrons. As the basic

in theory, 1 gram of hydrogen would be

bling the proton beam to develop max-

element of all solid, liquid and gaseous

enough to treat the entire world popu-

imum dosage within the area of the

materials, atoms constitute the build-

lation with protons.

tumour. Most of the proton’s energy is

ing blocks of all objects and living

released when the proton stops travel-

things.

ling at a spot called the Bragg peak,

How protons work in the
body

named after its discoverer William

hydrogen atom is the simplest of all

Like X-rays, proton beams damage the

body surface to tumour the proton

atoms: it consists of only one proton

genetic make-up of cancerous cells,

beam emits only small amounts of ra-

and one electron and has no neutrons.

robbing those cells of the ability to

diation into the healthy tissues, as can

The negatively-charged electrons are

proliferate, and eventually causing

be seen in the diagram on the opposite

separated from the atomic nucleus of

them to die off.

page. Proton therapy is only half as

hydrogen atoms through a process of

However, both kinds of radiation treat-

damaging to the body than a compara-

electrical discharge, leaving only the

ment affect not only cancerous cells but

ble dose of traditional radiation: neigh-

positively-charged protons. For the pur-

also healthy ones. Traditional radiation

bouring structures and sensitive organs

poses of proton therapy, these remain-

carried out with X-rays can’t avoid dam-

such as the brain, the eyes, the spine

ing protons are subjected to rapid ac-

aging the tissue surrounding a tumour.

or the intestines are not harmed as

celeration and are bundled into a beam

This side effect is significantly less

much. As a patient, you benefit from

form by a large, ring-shaped machine

pronounced during proton therapy.

fewer side effects.

(cyclotron). The beam is then directed

Surrounding tissue and vital organs are

The precision of proton therapy makes

at the tumour. By the way: tiny amounts

not harmed significantly. Proton beams

it possible to treat some cancers with

The protons used for proton therapy at
the PSI are extracted from hydrogen,
the principal component of water. The

Henry Bragg. No radiation penetrates
further than this spot. On its way from
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higher radiation doses, improving a

later) is minimised. This is why the Paul

patient’s chances of being cured.

Scherrer Institute specialises in the
radiation treatment of children.
For more information on the treatment

For which patients is proton
therapy suitable?

of children, go to page 30.

This type of therapy is suitable above
all for patients expected to benefit
significantly more from its application
than from the use of traditional radiation methods. In Switzerland, these
cancers are listed on the so-called medical indication list for proton therapy
drawn up by the Bundesamt für Gesundheit (Federal Office of Public
Health – see page 16).
Children suffering from cancer are especially likely to benefit. The younger
the patient the more important it is to
minimize the long-term effects of radiation, including those for which the
therapy might affect growth and development. The risk of developing secondary tumours in healthy tissue at a later
stage (sometimes years or decades
8

At a glance:
the advantages of proton
therapy
• high precision tumour irradiation
• high radiation dose within the
tumour with favourable dose
distribution
• minimal damage to healthy cells of
the body
• few side effects, good quality of life
• good, sustained chances of
recovery
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Physics in the service of medicine
The PSI has over thirty years experience in the use of proton therapy. Our
research laboratories developed the
spot-scanning procedure that pinpoints and destroys tumours.

Innovative spot-scanning
The spot-scanning procedure developed by the Paul Scherrer Institute
makes it possible to accurately irradiate tumours with a precisely defined
radiation dosage. The spot-scanning
technique is now used all over the
world and has established itself internationally as the most promising development in proton therapy.
This method has been implemented at
PSI since 1996. It is also called pencil-beam scanning, based on the fact
that the proton beam is only as thick
as a pencil: about five to seven millimetres.
10

The principle of the
spot-scanning technology
developed at PSI
The three pictures show how
the proton beam progressively encompasses the
entire tumour volume. The
first picture shows a single
proton beam within the
targeted area outlined in
yellow, schematically representing the tumour. The
beam emits its maximum
dose at the end of its trajectory. Bit by bit, layer by layer,
the beam scans through
the targeted area. As can be
seen on the third picture,
the entire tumour is then
targeted with the maximum
dosage. To the left of the
tumour, the proton beam
gives a lower dose than
within the target; there is no
more proton radiation on
the right-hand side of the
picture, beyond the edge of
the tumour.

Point by point, layer by layer

A further advantage of intensity-mod-

dren’s Hospital (Kinderspital Zürich) is

ulated proton therapy is the ability to

responsible for administering anaes-

What makes spot-scanning special: the

perform a dose boost to the tumour.

thetics to children undergoing treat-

pencil-thin beam starts by scanning a

This is the term given by radiation on-

ment at PSI.

given layer in the tumour. The beam is

cologists to the extra dose of radiation

directed into all possible corners and

directed at a small area within the tu-

recesses of that layer, developing its

mour in which the danger of recurrence

destructive impact spot by spot. The

is greatest. Generally, the boost is ad-

same process is carried out on the next

ministered at the end of treatment.

layer and repeated, layer by layer, until

The Centre for Proton Therapy (CPT) is

the proton beam has spot-scanned
through the entire tumour volume.

Combined strength:
clinic and research
part of the PSI research facility. As such,

PSI as pioneer

About 10000 spots are required to scan

we guarantee state-of-the-art, on-site
expertise based on our continued re-

a tumour with a volume of one litre.

Proton therapy has a long tradition at

search into and development of new

Within this process, it’s possible to

the Paul Scherrer Institute: doctors and

technical procedures aimed at improv-

calibrate the radiation dosage very ac-

medical physicists working in Villigen

ing cancer treatments. At the same

curately: every pencil point emits a

in the Swiss Canton of Aargau began

time, your needs as a cancer patient,

precisely defined radiation dose. The

irradiating ocular tumours with highly

as well as the results of medical evalu-

pencil-thin beam scans through the

successful courses of proton treatment

ations, continue to inform our research

tumour more than once. At PSI, tumours

as early as 1984.

at CPT. Patients at CPT receive qualita-

are irradiated from several directions

From 1996 onwards, we expanded our

tively outstanding treatment. The ther-

(or fields).

therapy to include treatment of deep-

apy is reliable and effective, and is

As a result, spot-scanning has a num-

seated tumours. Since that time,

carried out under strict supervision.

ber of advantages: proton beams

patients have benefited from the

adapt themselves with great precision

spot-scanning procedure invented by

to a tumour’s three-dimensional form.

PSI, which destroys tumours with a

Healthy areas are barely affected. The

finely modulated beam. Since 2004, we

distribution of spot doses within the

have been able to treat infants (under

tumour can also be adjusted depend-

anaesthetic) with this therapy. A team

The Paul Scherrer Institute leads the

ing on patient requirements.

of anaesthetists from the Zurich Chil-

field in research. Scientists are dedi-

Proton therapy research
for patients
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Great technology for small particles
The centrepiece of the PSI’s proton therapy facility is the particle accelerator COMET
(COmpact MEdical Therapy Cyclotron). The accelerator weighs 90 metric tons and
supplies all treatment areas with protons.

cated above all to progress in the field
of proton therapy with particular emphasis on the question: how is optimum treatment possible without damaging healthy tissue?
At the moment, PSI scientists are exploring the best approach to treating moving
tumours with protons. Moving tumours

COMET accelerates protons to a speed of about 60 per cent of the speed of light. This
corresponds to about 180,000 km per second. During this procedure, the particles
circle around the cyclotron ring several hundred times, picking up speed and energy.
They are subsequently catapulted out of the cyclotron, bundled and slowed down
where necessary. At PSI, this part of the process is carried out by so-called “degraders”
or brake plates, which are inserted into the radiation beam. Magnetic fields direct
the beam to the respective radiation treatment rooms.
A sophisticated, five-step control system carries out checks every hundredth of a
microsecond to ensure that proton beams are being correctly directed. In this way,
the safety of the cyclotron, the distribution system and the treatment areas are guaranteed.

are those that change position minimally as a result of breathing and can
include lung or breast cancer tumours.

Successful treatments:
the numbers

In contrast to ocular cancers, the deep-

studies on quality of life after proton

By the end of 2016, PSI had treated over

pends largely on the location, size and

therapy or on other specific, thera-

8000 patients with proton therapy. All

type of tumour, as well as on various

py-linked issues. We welcome the par-

patients suffered either from ocular or

forms of pre-treatment. For example: a

ticipation of any patient willing to take

deep-seated tumours. About 400 chil-

given course of cancer treatment re-

part in these studies, which are carried

dren and young persons were able to

sults in long-term tumour control in up

out according to Switzerland’s strict

benefit from this more sparing form of

to 90 per cent of cases, whilst for other

legal guidelines. Such studies serve as

therapy.

types of tumour 66 per cent of patients

an ongoing quality control as well as

In over 98 per cent of ocular cancers

can expect at least five years of tumour

improving the range of therapies we

treated in Villigen since 1984, tumour

control.

are able to offer. Study results are pub-

growth was arrested. In over 90 per

lished in scientific journals and pre-

cent of these cases, the affected eye

sented at specialist conferences.

was saved.

We are continually evaluating clinical
patient data within the framework of
scientific projects. We also carry out

12

seated tumours constitute a more diverse group. Successful treatment de-
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Competence at the Centre for Proton Therapy

Four questions for Professor Dr. Tony Lomax,
Chief Medical Physicist
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What does your job as medical physicist entail?

What makes spot-scanning special?

I am responsible for the technical quality of the proton ther-

The spot-scanning method was developed here at the PSI

apy administered at CPT. My team of specialists makes sure

and has become the modern standard for proton therapy

that patients are treated safely and responsibly. On the one

worldwide. The reason why spot-scanning is so successful

hand, we make sure that technical devices are kept in perfect

is that it allows every point of the targeted tumour tissue to

running order. On the other hand, we also draw up individ-

be irradiated using only a pencil-thin beam, with minimal

ual, computer-supported therapy plans for every single

effect on the surrounding organs.

patient.
Do you yourself also carry out research?
Do you work side by side with doctors?

The CPT employs not only medical physicists working in

Doctors take care of the patients. As medical physicists, we

clinical surroundings but also those involved in research. I

are the “doctors in charge of the machines and software

myself coordinate our research projects. Research is impor-

systems”. Cooperation is close and starts with the tumour

tant for the continued improvement of treatment. Being close

board that helps us assess patient suitability for proton

to the clinic is essential in this process since it allows us to

therapy. We also take joint responsibility for the therapy

investigate and adapt our methods to real-life issues and

planning: medical physicists are interested, above all, in

problems. Patients need to know that every new development

matching the best form of radiation with the individual’s

or technical improvement is a long process. Applying re-

specific condition. That includes decisions on the beam

search results to treatment methods is subject to strict

direction and the level of individual doses emitted by the

control mechanisms.

spot-scanned beam in different parts of the body.
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Practical information
on treatment at PSI
The following pages contain the most

Our treatment team is on hand to take

The CPT maintains intensive coopera-

important information on proton ther-

care of you before, during and also

tion with numerous partner clinics in

apy carried out at PSI, from treatment

after therapy if needed.

Switzerland and beyond. Both the Zu-

duration and costs to a list of tumours

rich University Clinic (USZ) as well as

that we treat here at CPT. This brochure

the Inselspital hospital in Bern offer

provides information on the irradiation

consultations for proton therapy. Our

of deep-seated tumours. Treatment of
ocular tumours is not covered in this
brochure.

Professional competence
at all levels
The Centre for Proton Therapy CPT
works with an expert team of doctors,
medical physicists, radiation therapists
(RTTs), a nurse and other specialised
professionals.
16

Indication list BAG
(Federal Office for Public
Health)
• all tumours afflicting infants
(including anaesthetic), children
and young people
• benign or malignant meningioma
(tumours that develop in the cerebral membrane)
• so-called low grade glioma (brain
tumours arising from glial cells in
the supportive tissues of the brain)
• tumours of the skull base
• tumours in the head and neck area
(ENT tumours)
• sarcoma, chordoma and chondrosarcoma (cancers that grow in
connective and supporting tissue)
• intraocular melanoma (cancer that
grows at the back of the eye)

work is subject to specific quality
standards and our facilities are regularly checked by the Federal Office for
Public Health (Bundesamt für Gesundheit – BAG).

List of tumour types treated
with proton therapy
At PSI, proton therapy is used to treat
patients with tumours specified on the
tumour-type list published by the Federal Office for Public Health (Bundesamt für Gesundheit - BAG). Proton therapy should also potentially provide
significantly improved results over
those achieved by traditional radiation
methods. Other types of tumours are
only treated at PSI in exceptional cases.
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If you live further away and prefer to
avoid a daily commute to Villigen, our
secretaries are happy to organise a
furnished flat or hotel room near the
PSI on a daily or weekly basis. They are
happy to help with these questions and
other practical issues concerning accommodation or driving directions.
Should it be medically required, you
will also be entitled to accommodation
in a local hospital close to PSI during
your radiation treatment. These include

Duration of therapy

the hospital in Leuggern or the county
days, chemotherapy takes place after

hospitals in Baden and Aarau. Trans-

a radiation session or on the weekend

port to and from these hospitals will be

A course of proton therapy takes be-

and is carried out by your university

arranged.

tween six to eight weeks. During this

clinic, your oncologist or your cancer

time, you or your child will generally

specialist.

Costs of proton therapy

receive radiation four to five days per
week, excluding the weekends, during
which treatment does not normally take

Outpatient treatment

place. The overall total number of radi-

In many countries, including Switzerland, proton therapy tends to be more

ation sessions ranges from 30 to 40. If

Treatment of you or your child takes

expensive nowadays than normal radi-

you or your child are also undergoing

place at PSI on an outpatient basis. You

ation therapy.

chemotherapy, you will still receive

are allowed to return home after each

For persons covered by Swiss health

radiation on weekdays at PSI. On some

radiation session.

insurance, the costs of treatment for

18

tumours listed on the tumour-type list

nausea and vomiting. Hair loss is only

ever, such damage can only take place

are covered by the basic health insur-

experienced when the radiation

in the parts of the body that lie within

ance coverage.

reaches the hair roots. Hair generally

the radiation field. There is no damage

Treatment costs for patients from the

grows back within a few months of

away from the treated area. Before the

rest of Europe are normally covered by

completing treatment.

start of proton therapy, the attending

the E112 or S2 form in direct coopera-

This brochure does not go into the de-

physician will give a detailed explana-

tion with the patient’s health insurance

tails of possible side effects or long-

tion of the kind of side effects that may

provider. These forms are provided by

term damage since these vary consid-

affect you personally, or your child.

the health insurance companies.

erably depending on the type of tumour,
its location, as well as the patient’s
individual situation. In principle, how-

Generally very well tolerated
Radiation itself cannot be felt. Some
sensitive organs and body regions can
be better protected during proton therapy than during best possible forms of
traditional radiation, which also means
that there are fewer side effects.
During the weeks over which the radiation sessions take place, patients
sometimes feel increasingly tired and
listless. This effect is referred to as fatigue. Treatment of a brain tumour may
also lead in some cases to temporary

Why are so many radiation sessions necessary?
Before beginning the radiation sessions, radiation oncologists calculate the overall
dosage of proton radiation that a patient requires. This dosage is divided into so-called
fractions: If a tumour is to be destroyed with an overall dosage of 60 Gray (the measure of energy deposited in the body), every individual radiation session needs to
administer one thirtieth of this amount (2 Gray). Four or five days of radiation sessions
are followed by a pause. The basic idea behind this fractionated therapy is to completely destroy the genetic material in the cancerous cells so that these cells die off.
This requires many sequential radiation sessions. Pausing between sessions allows
the surrounding tissue to recover and repair itself. Cancer cells are not as good at
repairing themselves. That is why the radiation damage in the tumour accumulates
after many sessions and finally destroys the tumour.

dizziness and headaches as well as
19

Competence at the Centre for Proton Therapy

Four questions for Dr. Marc Walser,
Senior Radiation Oncologist
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What does your job as senior radiation oncologist entail?

How does proton therapy differ from traditional radiation

As a senior radiation oncologist, I analyse the individual

therapy?

tumour situation and decide which patients are eligible for

Both X-rays and proton radiation have the same effect on

proton therapy at our centre. I am subsequently responsible

tumour cells: they damage the genetic material located in

for therapy planning and implementation, as well as patient

the nucleus of the cancerous cell so that the cells are unable

care. As senior physician I am also in charge of supervising

to proliferate and subsequently die. Since our proton irra-

and training assistant radiation oncologists.

diation is carried out with pinpoint accuracy, the surrounding healthy tissue suffers less damage, thereby minimising

Which patients are eligible for radiation treatment at CPT?

the risk of developing long-term side effects. In some cases,

We do not carry out irradiation on all types of cancer, but

this enables us to increase the radiation dosage within the

only on those likely to derive considerably greater benefit

tumour and this, in turn, improves recovery rates.

from this form of treatment than from traditional radiation.
Our patients come from Switzerland and abroad. Since

How does the CPT differ from a hospital?

proton therapy has comparatively few side effects and barely

Most treatments are carried out on an outpatient basis. If it

affects healthy tissue, it is especially suited for the treatment

is necessary to be treated as an inpatient, patients are ac-

of children. This is why more children receive radiation

commodated in neighbouring clinics and are driven here

treatment here at CPT than in any other radiation oncology

once a day to receive radiation treatment.

clinic in Switzerland.
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In good hands during treatment
This chapter is devoted to a step-by-

yourself, are entitled to approach us.

Following joint discussions, the board

step explanation of how PSI uses proton

Contact with your own doctors is of

decides whether proton therapy is suit-

therapy to treat deep-seated tumours

paramount importance since it guaran-

able for you or your child and how best

in order for you to better understand

tees that you will be taken good care of

to administer it. If the board decides

the procedure, and specific details of

before proton therapy begins and after

that proton therapy is not suitable for

your therapy and help you find your way

it has been completed.

you or your child, the doctors recom-

around the Centre for Proton Therapy.

mend an alternative form of treatment.

The tumour board
The decision to administer proton therapy to you or your child at PSI is taken

Request or referral

First consultation with
the doctor

by an interdisciplinary team of doctors

Our secretaries will invite you to a first

and medical physicists that constitute

consultation with one of our radiation

a so-called tumour board. The tumour

oncologists, where you will be informed

board meets once a week. In addition

in greater detail about the therapy,

to our in house specialists, most tu-

treatment objectives and possible side

Most of our patients are referred to us

mour boards also involve physicians

effects. Within the framework of this

by radiation oncology departments of

from other hospitals who participate in

consultation you will also be informed

university clinics and hospitals at home

tumour board consultations via video

(where applicable) of the possibility of

and abroad.

conference.

taking part in appropriate studies. You

If the tumour with which you have been

The specialists review your medical

can decide at your leisure whether or

diagnosed is one of those listed in the

history taking into consideration all

not you wish to participate.

indication list published by the Federal

relevant scans and reports, and results

A physical exam is also part of this first

Office of Public Health (Bundesamt für

from previous examinations and treat-

consultation, providing the doctor with

Gesundheit – BAG, see page 16) you,

ments.

a comprehensive picture of you and

22
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your illness, or that of your child. You
are welcome to ask any questions you

Important and highly
individual: positioning

may have regarding treatment during
this consultation.

Immediately before or after the medical
imaging examination, the radiation
therapists (RTTs) construct the patient’s

Preparatory examinations

individual positioning cushion. This is
a cushion made either for the whole

In general, two medical imaging exam-

body or for the body area to be irradi-

inations are necessary in order to plan

ated.

radiation treatment: a Magnetic Reso-

The cushion is intended to help you or

nance Imaging (MRI) and a CT (com-

your child maintain the same position

puted tomography) scan, the so-called

during each radiation session. This is

planning CT. The images are superim-

a very important factor in preci-

posed over one another, giving an ac-

sion-based proton therapy. It also en-

curate picture of the location and ex-

sures that you, as the patient, are as

tent of the tumour, and allowing the

comfortable and relaxed as possible

therapy planning team to begin draw-

for the entire duration of the radiation

ing up treatment procedures.

treatment.
We use two kinds of positioning cushions: vacuum cushions or those made
with the material used for especially
fine-grained contour mattresses (resin-coated Styrofoam pellets). If an area
of the head is to be irradiated, you will
be given a fitted face mask or a spe-

24
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tumour is high enough to destroy the
tumour, while inducing minimal side
effects on the tissues immediately surrounding the tumour. To achieve this
result, the planning team calculates
the optimum beam projection as well
as proper dosage, setting the required
radiation dose for every spot of the
tumour target volume. In order to ensure that all tumour cells are reached,
a safety margin around the tumour itself forms part of this calculation. The
planning process also takes into account and limits the level of (undesired)
normal tissue irradiation around the
tumour.
cially made device fitted with your den-

in cooperation with medical physicists

tal impression onto which you can bite

using computer programmes devel-

during treatment.

oped at PSI.

Regular radiation sessions

Therapy planning contains information

Treatment planning

both on the precise arrangement of the

Once the treatment plan has been

designated treatment equipment for

drawn up, you will be asked to start

you or your child, and on proton beam

your course of radiation. From this point

Treatment planning is based on the

intensity and direction.

onwards, you’ll be coming to PSI four

planning CT and MRT results. Radiation

Our objective is to optimise proton

or five times per week over a period of

oncologists draw up a treatment plan

therapy so that the dose reaching the

one-and-a-half to two months. If you

26

need to attend other important ap-

diated from different directions, you’ll

out long-term monitoring of treatment

pointments during this time, please

notice that the radiation device and

success and general health of you, or

inform the secretaries early on so that

possibly also your treatment couch is

your child. This enables us to systemi-

we can make an effort to accommodate

moving to find its new position.

cally evaluate the success of your ther-

these obligations when planning your

Depending on the size of the tumour

apy.

radiation sessions.

being irradiated, each radiation session

After radiation treatment has been

You should calculate about one hour

takes between 1–45 minutes. During

completed, all patients undergo several

for each radiation session—including

this time, you or your child are alone in

years of regular follow-up checks in

preparation and minimal waiting time.

the room, but will receive a microphone

order to control tumour condition as

At the start of each radiation session,

so that RTTs in the adjoining room can

well as treatment success and possible

the team will carry out precise controls

constantly monitor the radiation ses-

side effects. The periodic intervals be-

to ensure your correct positioning on

sion via intercom and cameras.

tween follow-up checks differ and de-

the treatment machine, or that of your

During irradiation you can listen to

pend upon the type of cancer involved.

child. This is essential to ensure that

music. Some patients sleep during

Follow-up checks can be carried out

the beam targets the tumour with op-

treatment. A weekly consultation with

here at PSI. If you live further away,

timum accuracy. For this purpose, two

your radiation oncologist is part of the

follow-up checks are generally carried

X-rays are taken using a small dose of

planned schedule.

out by your oncologist. In such cases,

radiation. The radiation therapist (RTT)

we request that follow-up reports, in-

then compares these with the planning
CT: if your current body position differs

cluding imaging evidence, be sent to

Follow-up checks

from that on the planning CT scan, ei-

PSI.
Following the completion of therapy,

ther you or the treatment couch will be

The first follow-up checks take place

both you and your local GP or oncolo-

re-positioned until you are correctly

about eight to twelve weeks after treat-

gist are welcome to approach us any

aligned.

ment is completed.

time with questions.

You will not feel anything during the

It is a matter of great importance for our

irradiation itself. If you are being irra-

team of physicians at the PSI to carry
27
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Four Questions for Lydia Lederer,
Chief Radiation Therapist
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What does your job as radiation therapist involve?

How do patients experience proton therapy?

RTT – these three letters stand for an occupation that is

Luckily, radiation treatment is not felt which is why most of

uniquely concerned with radiation and its medical uses.

the patients at the CPT do not consider treatment particularly

Radiation oncology uses radiation to treat cancer. We carry

burdensome. If patients are afraid, it is generally helpful to

out this therapy and supervise patients for the entire duration

consider their individual needs in greater details. Some

of its implementation—generally over a period of several

patients experience the weeks during which they receive

weeks. This is why we are both a person of trust and source

treatment and spend time here in Villigen, or its surround-

of information during this time.

ings, as a kind of holiday. I think that’s a fantastic way of
dealing with it!

How do you prepare patients for radiation?
One of the most important factors during proton therapy is

What motivates you at work?

arranging a position that enables the patient to be treated

It’s just wonderful to see that most of our patients can be

with maximum precision and comfort. RTTs prepare and

cured. This is something for which I am very grateful. I’m

control the individual positioning of each patient. One of

also happy to have such a useful job. Do you know what

our tasks is to construct fitted positioning cushions or other

motivates me again and again, even after 15 years on the

fixation devices that help patients to remain still during

job? Taking a look in our guest book and reading all the

treatment. We also explain the irradiation procedure and

positive and touching stories.

device functioning and answer questions put by patients
and family members. One of the great advantages of treatment here at the PSI is the time we take for each patient. Our
approach to patient care is based purely on the individual’s
requirements, not time restrictions.
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Treating infants and children
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For very young patients, cancer treat-

operation, drug-based therapies and

ment needs to be particularly effective

radiation. Cancer treatment of children

but also very sparing, which is why CPT

has progressed significantly over recent

at PSI is specialised in the treatment

years and thanks to these therapies,

of children.

many children can be cured.
Children suffering from cancer have
been treated with proton therapy since
1999. Since 2004, we have also made
treatment available to babies and infants.

Children and cancer
Cancer is less prevalent in children
than in adults. Nonetheless, in Swit-

When your child needs
radiation treatment

zerland alone about 200 children under

When a child develops a malignant

the age of 15 develop malignant tu-

tumour not only the child him- or her-

mours per year. About half of these

self but also his or her parents and

children are under the age of four.

siblings are affected. Further questions

Leukaemia and brain tumours as well

arise if radiation is required. You may

as tumours of the spinal cord are the

feel insecure. Whatever the case, your

most frequent types of cancer in this

everyday life and that of your family will

age group. The last two types can gen-

change, not least because you’ll be

erally be treated at PSI.

accompanying your child to radiation

In principle, the same therapy options

sessions four or five times a week over

are available to children and adults:

a period of up to two months.
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Proton therapy:
the best option for infants
Proton therapy is the best form of radiation therapy for babies, infants and
young people. This is why radiation
oncologists refer to this form of treatment as the “therapy of choice”. The
main advantage of proton therapy is of
particular benefit to children: the tumour cells are destroyed with great
precision, without significantly harming the healthy tissue around the tumour.
We use the spot scanning technology
developed at PSI, during which a penIn this chapter, we want to help you

look at the section “Children ask a

cil-thin proton beam targets the tumour

deal with various fears and anxieties

specialist about radiation” on page 36

– and only the tumour - spot by spot

arising from this situation. We want to

where you’ll find the questions asked

with the greatest possible precision,

do everything in our power to help you

most often by children answered in

avoiding any unnecessary damage to

and your child feel comfortable with us.

child’s terms by a radiation oncologist.

the child or young person’s body.

Experience has shown that children

If your child can already read, he or she

This is of central importance because

manage to deal with their cancer diag-

might like to read the questions and

the body is particularly sensitive to

nosis and the resulting changes in their

answers by him- or herself or together

ionising radiation during growth

daily life better than expected by most

with you.

phases, which means that children

adults. In this context, please take a
32

benefit even more than adults from

proton therapy with the spot-scanning

visions. Cells previously damaged by

include growth or developmental defi-

technique.

radiation therapy, because they were

ciencies, learning difficulties, as well

Traditional radiation therapies with

located in the low-dose bath near the

as heart and circulatory disorders. The

X-rays can have undesired long-term

tumour, can propagate the sustained

proton therapy carried out at PSI can

effects as a result of the so-called low-

damage to more cells every time they

minimise the risk of these later compli-

dose bath that develops around the

divide. Years, or even decades later,

cations.

irradiated area. This poses a greater

these damaged cells can develop into

problem for children than adults. When

a so-called secondary tumour.

children become adults, their body

Other longer term side-effects of tradi-

grows on the basis of multiple cell di-

tional radiation treatment on children

Standardised treatment
In order to treat children suffering from
cancer in the best possible way, treat-

Radiation under anaesthetic – what you need to know
During your first visit to the Centre for Proton Therapy, you will have a consultation
prior to the procedure with an anaesthetist to inform you of the procedural details
and risks involved in sedation. Anaesthetics are administered on an empty stomach
to reduce the risk of inhaling stomach contents. Your child should have his or her last
light meal four hours before being anaesthetised and should drink a little tea, water
or syrup two hours before proton treatment is scheduled.
The sedative (sleep medication) that we use is Propofol, which puts patients into a
deep, pleasant sleep. It only lasts for a short time and therefore needs to be continuously administered intravenously to your child. Once the infusion has been turned
off, children tend to wake up within 15–30 minutes. As soon as your child is awake,
he or she is allowed to eat and drink. Once the anaesthesia team is satisfied with
your child’s condition, you’ll be allowed to return home.

ment is generally carried out within the
framework of international study protocols. This enables radiation oncologists all over the world to learn as much
as possible from the (very rare) cases
of paediatric or childhood cancers.
These protocols are based on knowledge gained in past radiation treatments. They aim to help improve the
therapies and the chance of cure for
children.
This procedure contains specific provisions on the type of treatment best
suited to your child at a given moment.
33
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It is possible that your child will be

If your child has to undergo chemother-

registered with us here at CPT half a

apy and proton therapy at the same

year before the start of proton therapy,

time, we take care of coordinating both

so that your child can be treated with

treatments.

other therapies first.

Our waiting areas are arranged with
particular attention to the needs of
small patients. Children who don’t re-

Children’s Hospital administer anaes-

Small patients have
special needs

quire anaesthesia can listen to their

thetics at CPT. In some cases, older

favourite music during treatment. A

children are also sedated, especially

microphone is available if you wish to

when individual treatments take a long

In general, children who know what to

talk to your child or tell them a story.

time, or require uncomfortable posi-

expect during treatment and go through

Children who don’t receive anaesthesia

tioning. Children whose therapy in-

the procedure with a trusted caregiver

can communicate any uneasiness they

volves anaesthesia are given a pearl at

are not afraid of radiation. If you suc-

may feel, both via the microphone and

the beginning of each radiation ses-

ceed in familiarising your child with

a squeaky toy.

sion. When therapy is completed, the

treatment and procedures, radiation

Babies and small children are given a

child leaves with a whole chain of

sessions soon become a part of every-

general anaesthetic (sedation) for

pearls (see also: www.mutperlen.ch).

day life. The child realises that proton

treatments carried out at CPT so that

therapy doesn’t hurt and that you are

they stay absolutely still for the dura-

always close by.

tion of the treatment. Sedation is the

If your child is still small, we try to make

term used to describe a form of general

sure that his or her treatment sessions

anaesthetic during which the patient

always take place at the same time of

is put into a deep sleep, but continues

day. This makes it easier to prepare for

to breathe spontaneously.

the anaesthetic. And it makes it easier

Colleagues from the Department of

for your child to get used to therapy.

Paediatric Anaesthetics at the Zurich
35
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Children ask a specialist about radiation

What is cancer?
You have become ill because some of the cells in your body
are sick. In some children, these cells are in the head. In
others, they are in the stomach or somewhere else.
Why do I have cancer?
It’s not your fault that you have cancer. Nobody knows what
really causes the illness. All we know is that nobody is to
blame for your illness. Not you, your parents, nor anybody
else. Cancer is not contagious. Anybody can get it, including
about 200 other boys and girls in Switzerland every year.
That’s about as many children as there are in your school,
or in the district or village in which you live. So you’re not
alone. You’ll probably meet other children with cancer in the
waiting room at the Centre for Proton Therapy.
Why am I being treated with proton beams?
Some beams (or radiation) can destroy cancer cells. We are
using these beams to make you healthy again. The beams
used at PSI are called proton beams.

36

Are proton beams like rays of sunlight?

Why do small children sleep during their radiation treat-

Proton beams are a little like rays of sunlight. They are also

ment?

a bit like the X-rays that doctors use when somebody has

Small children can’t lie still as well as older children. So

broken their leg and it needs to be examined by taking a

sleeping helps them to stay in the right position, just like

special kind of photo. But there are differences between

the cushion or the mask. If you are a bit older, you’ll proba-

these kinds of beams: proton beams consist of lots of tiny

bly manage quite well without going to sleep.

particles, which are especially good at destroying the cancer
cells in your body.

Do you have any tips to help me get through therapy?
If you have any questions, don’t be afraid to ask the grown-

Is radiation unpleasant? Will it hurt?

ups. They’ll explain everything you need to know. And always

It won’t hurt at all. You won’t feel or see the proton beams.

remember that you are here so that you’ll feel better after-

The only thing that might bother or bore you is lying still for

wards and can get back to living a normal life and go back

such a long time.

to playschool or school and play with your friends.

Why do I need a cushion or a mask during radiation?
So that you will be in exactly the same position every time
you get treatment and so that the protons can hit the cancer
cells exactly where they need to.
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PSI in brief
The Paul Scherrer Institute PSI is a research institute for natural and engineering sciences, conducting cutting-edge
research in the fields of matter and materials, energy and environment and
human health. By performing fundamental and applied research, we work on
sustainable solutions for major challenges facing society, science and economy. PSI is committed to the training of
future generations. Therefore about one
quarter of our staff are post-docs,
post-graduates or apprentices. Altogether PSI employs 2000 people, thus
being the largest research institute in
Switzerland.
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